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From Your President: Mike Reinders
Hello:
Wow, where has the time gone! The year is winding down. As I write this we are about a month from the last
day of school, and only about 6 weeks from the Conference in Peoria.
A concern was posed to a board member who passed it on to me.
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Helpful Resource
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Special Needs
Question.

IAPT and NAPT
This conversation started when someone made a comment to another board member along the lines of "I only
choose to belong to NAPT because of the opportunities provided for training through NAPT and even though I
live in Illinois NAPT to me is a better choice. (loosely paraphrased)”

I, myself, joined NAPT last year and attended the conference (my first) in Richmond VA. There are a lot
of training choices available through NAPT. Yes, being the president of IAPT helped the decision to join. I have
in the past participated in NAPT training at the IAPT conferences as well. I feel the local information shared at
our conference is timely and mutually beneficial to IAPT members.

So I posed this to our board. - "I just heard a something that caught me off guard.”I joined NAPT instead of
IAPT because they offer more training opportunities" (paraphrased).
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Pinewood Derby
............................

Yes there are a lot of training classes offered. The classes are in a national theme."

IAPT Contact Info
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Bullying-Facebook
Post
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I replied that I am a member of both. I attended the NAPT conference last fall and am also a member.

America’s Best ...

I will, going forward be a member of both as NOW I see the great way we work toward the same end.
Safe transportation for the students of Illinois and the USA, as well as around the world.

Our Executive Director, Barb Rizzo, replied to the question very clearly as well. - "IAPT has provided
local trainings available to everyone in the state. It is true that NAPT provides certifications that IAPT does not.
We have in the past however, offered classes for NAPT credit at our state conference.
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Mechanic/
Technician Registration
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Tentative Roadeo
Timeline
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From the desk of:
Mike Slife
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Meet Angela
Langley
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Thank you IAPT
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We have provided quality local training year after year on issues both of interest nationally as well as locally. The cost of attending the state conference is much lower than the national. Our membership and Conference attendees have direct access to all of the state agencies pretty much on a one on one basis at our conference
informally during the vendor show and in a more structured setting at the state agency round table.

IAPT membership and conference attendance also provides the best opportunities for networking with
peers. I would suggest that everyone belong to both organizations. The national does not provide the vital information provided for local and state issues that is available through IAPT. - Barb” Well said.
I did post both of our thoughts on the IAPT – Linkedin group. A great place to have discussions.
Don’t forget!! Plans are coming together for a great conference in June at the Embassy Suites in East Peoria.
Barb Rizzo has been busy setting up speakers and working very hard at reaching out to those who may not have
heard of IAPT or the conference. We are adding new members each month which is wonderful. Keep up the
good work!
Mike Reinders, IAPT President
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Advertisers

Conference

In this issue, our advertisers’ ads are located on the
following pages:
Central States ........................................... Page 8
Diga-Talk……………………………………...Page 7

Hello:

John’s Paint and Body ........................... Page 20
Midwest Transit ................................. Page 2, 12

All of our speakers have been confirmed and we think we have a really
great conference this year.

School-Radio.com………………………. Page 14

We have a lot of variety and some
really good information for you.

Please patronize our advertisers. They are helping
us to encourage and promote the safety and
efficiency of pupil transportation in Illinois.

I was able to add some rooms to
our room block, if you were unable to
get a room at the conference rate, act
quickly to take advantage of the rooms I
was able to add.
Embassy Suites-Riverfront in East
Peoria.
Don’t wait and miss the deadline of
Monday, May 23, 2016.
Check out the information on the
Pinewood Derby in this issue.
Get your team together NOW!
The Roadeo committee is working
very hard to make the competition new
and challenging. Get your Roadeo and
Tech entries in and don’t forget to reserve rooms for them also.

TIPS ARTICLES
Please think about writing an article
about some of the workshops you attend this year. Please submit articles
for TIPS to share some of the things
you learned while attending the conference. Maybe something you learned
while networking with your peers or at
the trade show.

Remember, T-shirts are included
in the Roadeo and Technician’s registration fee this year.
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Shirley Francis
Executive Director-MAPT (Missouri Association for Pupil Transportation)
2003-Retired as Director of Transportation for Special School District of St. Louis
County
Thirty-two year career in pupil transportation operation starting as a school bus
driver.
Thirty year career in the MAPT Organization serving on every committee and
most executive board positions including President at both the regional and state
level.
Dedicated to providing continued staff development for all of the transportation
industry.
Member of the NAPT since 1990 and served on the Professional Development
Committee.
Widowed in 2006-Proud mother, grandmother and great-grandmother.

Learn how A Distracted Driving Fatality helped the Missouri Association for Pupil
Transportation create a school bus driver training video.

Veronica Montoya
I am the Terminal Coordinator for the RPS I’ve been with our district for 16 years
and with the Transportation Department for about 13 years. I started as a Program
Supervisor/Dispatcher routing students/bus drivers for about 4 elementary schools
during the day and Dispatching at night until 7 pm. I then served as a Field Supervisor for approximately 10 years. In that position, I worked closely with the
schools/drivers/administrative offices scheduling all the Educational and Athletic
trips for the district. In December of 2014, I moved into my current position. I
now handle all discipline for drivers, payroll, and ensure that everything in the department runs smoothly on daily basis. I love my job. We have a great team. Mr.
Wilson, the Director, is a wonderful Mentor/Teacher. I have learned a lot from
him.

What is mentoring?
How it helps Districts and school bus drivers.
How it reassures your trainers.
What action plan mentoring takes into consideration?
© 2016 by the Illinois Association for Pupil Transportation
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Dallas Pieper
Director of Transportation for the Freeport School District.

HR- A love hate Relationship.
All our jobs our tough, and sometimes what makes it the
hardest isn’t the students or parents it’s the folks who
work for us. We will talk through why HRM ( Human Resources Management) is important and different, and how
changing how you look at HR can make it less painful.

Have you Ever Felt Like This?
Here is a email we received with a helpful referral of a resource site!
I’ve realized over the past few years that it’s a total pain and annoyance trying to find information about local county
resources I’m trying to contact. If I’m trying to find a phone number or address to direct a concern that I have – I
often find myself tumbling through Google search results 1 by 1 for twenty or so minutes before either finding the
wrong number, or navigating through a maze of local government sites; which are confusing. Most offices have
their own website which is hard to find – or have come across contact details that are not updated! I call their number and then end up hearing that dreaded – the phone number you have reached is no longer in service message!
Sorry for the apparent rant. I messaged you because I came across a site that has alleviated my frustrations and
has proven to be rather accurate for my own purposes. The site, http://www.courtsystem.org/ seems to have a
complete database of listings for all emergency, legal and law enforcement government offices in the country – with
working phone numbers directions (at least for the ones I’ve tried!). I wanted to share the site because it has saved
me a few headaches and I’m sure it would be useful to others as well, so when I saw http://www.ilapt.net/Links.html
I thought it might go well there.

Figured someone else might find it useful as well – and save them the frustration I’ve endured in the past.
Thanks for taking the time to listen to me
Debbie Mayer
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We were recently contacted through our Facebook Page (Yes, we have a Facebook Page!)
with this question for Special Needs Pro, Cheryl Wolf.
Tracey Alsup asked: “When hooking up wheelchairs can you crisscross the hookups on the
frame?”
Cheryl Wolf replied: “No, you should not cross the tie down straps. It is best to position the
floor anchor points for the rear tiedown straps directly behind the securement points on the
wheelchair. Attach the front tiedown straps to floor anchor points that are wider than the
wheelchair to increase lateral stability.”
Thanks to Tracey for asking the question to do the right thing and Cheryl for her expertise.
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IAPT is happy to announce the First Annual Pinewood School Bus Derby. The Derby
will be held during the Illinois Association for Pupil Transportation Trade Show on
June 15, 2016.
Everyone attending is invited to participate, Conference Attendees, Mechanics, and
Roadeo Entrants get your teams together now. Information on the next page gives ordering
Information. Trophies will be awarded to the winners.
All vendors will be given a kit so that they can join in the fun.
In addition to the trophy for the race winner there will be other awards as well. So, start
planning your buses design right now and be sure to get noticed and be recognized.
You don’t even have to be a professional driver to enter this race.

Purchase multiple kits and enter as many times as you wish!

Please
Note

Illinois Association for Pupil Transportation
Barb Rizzo, Executive Director
P.O. Box 1027
Peotone, Illinois 60468
Phone: 224-637-6984
Or 708-651-3124
Fax 708-229-0071
Email: email@ilapt.net
© 2016 by the Illinois Association for Pupil Transportation
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Please take the time to read this post from Facebook!
The lesson here is profound!
Facebook post by teacher, Graciela Moreno regarding bullying
Yesterday, we were working on a story about a 9-year old boy being bullied at school for using a My Little Pony backpack.
The school responded by telling the little boy to leave his bag at home... a move that seems to punish the little boy and not the
bullies. Many people complained that schools often ignore these issues or simply don't know how to handle them... Among the
comments, I came across the story of one teacher who struggled with how to teach kids about the harm caused by bullying. So
she decided to use apples as visuals. If you have 3 minutes read this story and share with your teacher friends:
I decided to stop by the store this morning and buy a couple apples. During our morning meeting (where we sit in a circle and
do spiral lessons), I told my class we were going to try something different and I showed them my two apples and asked them
to list the differences and similarities between the two apples. They were both exactly the same color and shape…one was a
little brighter and bigger, but that was literally the only difference.
I then held up the other apple that was only slightly discolored and smaller and I said, “Gross. This apple looks disgusting!”
and dropped it on the ground. My kids all looked at me like I was INSANE! A couple laughed uncomfortably, but for the most
part they thought I had lost my mind.
I then picked it up and passed it to the student sitting beside me and said, “isn’t this apple just stupid?! You should say something mean to it and do this!” Again I modeled dropping it in front of me. “Now pass it to the person next to you so they can
say something mean to the apple, too!”
Long story short, my kids got very into saying mean and hurtful things to this apple and dropping it in front of them. “I hate
your skin.” “You’re an ugly color of red” “Your stem isn’t very long” “You’re probably full of worms” on and on and on….
So by the time this little apple made it back to me everyone had had a chance to really rip this little guy apart. I seriously
started feeling sympathetic towards an inanimate object… but moving on…
I then held both of the apples up for my kids to look at and asked them to now list the similarities and differences of the apples
again… It came back the same… There really was no difference. Even after they had repeatedly dropped this apple you couldn’t really tell that it had any damage.
I then asked my students who wanted a piece of the apple… of course… FOOOOOOOD…. and ALL my students raised their
hands because they wanted some.
I took out a cutting board, knife and proceeded to cut the shiny apple open. It was perfect. And all my kids “ooooohhh and
ahhhh’ed”…
Then I cut open the second one and when I opened it, it was covered in mushy brown spots and bruised all inside from where
we dropped it. When I held it up my kids were like, “EWWWWW. I don’t want to eat THAT apple!” “Yuck!” “That looks
disgusting…”
That’s when I just looked at them and said, “But didn’t we all contribute to the apple looking this way?! We did this… why
shouldn’t we eat it?” They all just kind of stopped and got really quiet and I was like, “See guys… this is what we do to other
people when we say mean and hurtful things. When we gossip or call someone ugly or fat or tell them they aren’t good
enough or that they can’t be friends with you… we are just dropping them and causing ONE MORE bruise… a bruise that
while we can’t see on the outside is VERY REAL and very destructive inside of them! It doesn’t just go away, the bruises just
keep getting worse and deeper… THIS!” I said as I held up the bruised apple, “is what we do to each other. We have to stop
dropping each other.”
I’ve never seen my kids “get” something so fast before. It was so real to them… people cried and laughed and it was very
emotional but absolutely amazing and they got to then journal about everything and some of the responses I got… well, I
sobbed all the way through lunch. I had so many kids come up and hug me later and tell me that they were so happy that a
teacher “got it”. :)
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America's Best Skills Challenge

America's Best Training & Skills Challenge

IAPT and Hydrotex Combine to
sponsor the Winner of the Illinois
Association for Pupil
Transportation Technician
Competition to take part in the
America’s Best Skills Challenge in
Kansas City, Missouri!

Each year the National Association for Pupil Transportation (NAPT) holds the America's Best Training & Skills Competition, and this year's challenge will function jointly with NAPT's 42nd Annual
Summit: Connecting What Matters in Kansas City, MO November 4-8, 2016.
One Registration, Two Outstanding Programs!
Your America's Best registration includes complimentary registration for NAPT's Annual Summit!
For years the America's Best program has offered training and a skills challenge for the technicians
and inspectors in the school bus industry. By bringing this unique event together with NAPT's Summit, participants have access to the premier school transportation conference in the nation. In addition to hands-on training through the America's Best program, you'll also have the opportunity to
participate in dozens of different workshops specifically designed for technicians and inspectors!
Plus, you'll have an opportunity to connect with all of the vendors involved in NAPT's Trade Show on
Tuesday, November 8.
After four days in Kansas City, MO with your peers from across the country, you'll return to your organization with valuable information, new and enhanced professional connections, and tools and
resources designed to ensure student safety, improve efficiency, and increase savings. All of this is
included with your America's Best event registration!
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June 14-15, 2016
The Mechanic Workshops -AND
IL School Bus Technician Training & Skills Competition
Registration Form
Embassy Suites-Riverfront, East Peoria, Illinois
Please Print
Name:______________________________________________________
Company/District:____________________________________________
Address: ____________________________________________________

Registration includes
the 2016 Mechanic’s
Workshop T-Shirt.
Size______________

City:_____________________________________ Zip code:__________
Telephone:___________________________________________________
Email:_______________________________________________________
Total Registration fee: only $ 135.00
Fee includes the following:
Tuesday Workshops
Tuesday Lunch
Tuesday Evening Event
Vendor Trade Show & Lunch
Wednesday Competition
Wednesday Evening Awards Banquet

Additional T-shirts can be ordered at
$ 15.00 per shirt

Do you plan to participate in the
Technician Competition?
Yes_____

No _____-

Total amount of check enclosed $______________
Come to the IAPT’s Mechanic Workshops to receive information and hands-on training. At this year’s workshops there will be a
variety of manufacturers offering training. Mechanics attending the workshops also have the opportunity of attending our large
Trade Show and speaking with representatives from all exhibitors. For more information contact Barb Rizzo at: email@ilapt.net.
Following the workshops, all mechanics are invited to participate in the IL Best School Bus Technician Competition—either as a
competitor or an observer. The Tech competition is a fun learning experience for everyone. Your scores will not be revealed. The
mechanic with the highest score from the written and “hands-on” part of the competition will earn the opportunity to represent
Illinois at the National Competition. Travel expenses will be paid by Hydrotex and the Illinois Association for Pupil Transportation. For more information contact Bob Long (217) 682-3355 ext. 242 or email: rolo370@hotmail.com
I hereby agree to the following terms and conditions: Both as to myself and my heirs and personal representative, I release the Illinois Association for Pupil Transportation and all of its officers, and or representatives from any liability and right of action that
might arise from any damage or injury I may receive from attending or participating in said 2016 IAPT Events.
The Illinois Association for Pupil Transportation shall have the right to use any article or photographs taken in connection with the
2016 Mechanic Workshop &/or Technician Competition for whatever purposes, whether in advertising, promotions or exhibits. I
will be bound by all orders, rules and regulations governing the IAPT Mechanic Workshop &/or Technician Competition while
participating in them as a contestant or spectator.
To take advantage of the IAPT room rate of $ 129.00 make your reservation directly with the Embassy Suites before May 23, 2016.
1. To make reservations on-line: Visit www.embassysuiteseastpeoria.com Select check in date and check out date Click the blue
link that reads “Add special rate codes” Enter IPT into the Group Code box Select Check Availability
2. To make reservations by phone: Call 1-800-EMBASSY Ask for Global Reservations State your check in and checkout date
Mention block IL Pupil Transportation and code IPT
_______________________________________________________
Participants Signature
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Michael Slife
Principal Consultant-Transportation
Illinois State Board of Education
It is that time of year again for the 2016 National School Bus Illegal Passing Survey.
While school buses remain incredibly safe, we all know that students who ride buses are most vulnerable
when they are outside the bus in the “danger zone.” Illinois is assisting the National Association of State
Directors of Pupil Transportation Services (NASDPTS) in coordinating a national survey to determine
the prevalence of illegal passing of school buses. That data will help improve safety countermeasures at
the state and/or national level.
We are enlisting your assistance in this important project. On Thursday, May 12, 2016, please have your
district’s school bus operators observe and report any instances of motorists illegally passing their school
buses, using the attached form.
Please instruct them to pay particular attention to the instructions and safety precautions. As always,
their primary duty is to the safety of their students. Please have your drivers note the criteria at the bottom of the form to ensure they report only illegal passes that occur while the bus driver is stopped with
red warning lights flashing and stop arm(s) deployed in full compliance with our state training and procedures. This year’s count focuses exclusively on individual vehicles that illegally pass stopped school
buses, regardless of whether multiple vehicles pass at the same stop. A motorist pass can only be considered illegal when the school bus driver is in full compliance with Illinois law (Illinois Vehicle Code,
625 ILCS 5/11‑1414) (from Ch. 95 1/2, par. 11‑1414)) and Illinois’ training and procedures.
Please collect your district’s results and report them no later than June 1, 2016 as follows:
Notify your drivers about the survey and provide them with orientation and training about what’s
expected. PLEASE BE SURE TO EMPHASIZE THAT THEIR PRIMARY DUTY IS TO THE
SAFETY OF THEIR STUDENTS, ESPECIALLY DURING THE CRITICAL LOADING
AND UNLOADING SEQUENCE.
Encourage all drivers to complete and turn in the form EVEN IF THERE ARE NO VIOLATIONS
TO REPORT.
Please enter your information directly into the NASDPTS survey link at:
www.surveymonkey.com/s/2015LOCALStopArmsSurvey
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The IAPT Board is Pleased to Welcome
Its Newest Board Member from the
Southern Region!
Hello. My name is Angela Langley and I began my school
bus career in 1998. I had a son starting Kindergarten and
one still at home, and I wanted something to do to get me
out of the house and make some money. I really thought I
wanted to be a teacher's aid, but I started with the big yellow bus and I just loved it! I was able to be there for my
children and make money too.
I drove a school bus for Robinson CUSD #2 for 15 years. The opportunity to move
into the office and then to move up to the next level presented itself. I had been working on my BA in Accounting and I decided to jump on the opportunity. I am loving it.
There is so much to still learn and look forward to working with everyone and continuing to grow and making a difference for others.

Imperfect action is
better than perfect inaction.

Please submit items for TIPS by
the 5th of each month to:

~Harry Truman

Barb Rizzo
Executive Director, IAPT
PO Box 1027
Peotone, IL 60468
Email: email@ilapt.net (preferred)
Tel: 224-637-6984 Cell: 708-651-3124
Fax: 708-249-0071

TIPS is designed, developed and
published for the benefit of its
membership. Original articles
may not be republished without
the express written consent of
IAPT.
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Chris McCormick, Transportation Supervisor at District 214 in Arlington Heights
is retiring and sent this email.
“With my transportation years coming to an end I wanted to than all of
the ILAPT members for all the training, speakers, keeping us in the
loop on transportation. ILAPT has taught me many things about transportation. Talking with others at the conferences-priceless.”

If you read the Presidents message about the value of both NAPT and IAPT membership, I believe this
is great support for the value of IAPT.
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